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In today’s wireless world, millions of on-the-go users

depend on small, multi-function mobile devices to

stay in constant touch for all of their personal and

business communication. The convergence of wire-

less communications and handheld computer tech-

nologies is enabling a wide array of “connected”

products, from feature-rich cell phones and smart-

phones to PDAs with wireless local area network

(WLAN) connectivity to the Internet. And it is within

these innovative “connected” technologies that ARM

is enabling a new level of wireless communication.

Last year, nearly 500 million ARM Powered®

solutions were shipped, with the majority of these

being used in mobile devices. The company’s

microprocessor technology provides a fundamental

ingredient for more than 80 percent of today’s cell

phones and is continuing to gain market share as

product designers strive to evolve and expand the

capabilities of wireless connectivity.

Most consumers aren’t concerned with the

underlying technologies that are used in their

products, as long as they consistently get access to

information whenever they want. However, some of

the technology choices made by the developers of

mobile devices are absolutely fundamental to the

end-product performance and user satisfaction.

The microprocessor is one such choice as it

constitutes the heart of mobile devices, and its

selection is a key factor for providing compatibility

with the widening spectrum of mobile operating

systems, interfaces, and other emerging standards

that have to be juggled in today’s wireless

environments. ARM’s strength in this arena comes

from its ability to enable silicon chip manufacturers

such as Intel to produce solutions that provide a

variety of performance levels and features, which

can easily run popular operating systems such as

Palm, Symbian, or Microsoft’s Windows CE, all at

a very low total system cost.

Blurring the Edges
Manufacturers of mobile solutions must be able to

hit rapidly moving targets as market requirements

are dynamically changing and converging, and end

users’ buying preferences are shifting and evolving.

New generations of smart phones and PDAs

will become increasingly difficult to tell apart:

functionality such as screen resolutions,

connectivity options, and multimedia capabilities

will develop similarly. Some cell phones available

today include features that are identical to PDAs –

high-resolution screens, Bluetooth connectivity, 3-D

gaming capability – everything except for the

screen size, which is approximately 2 inches for a

cell phone compared to 4 inches for a typical PDA.

However, as PDA and computing functions

migrate into handheld devices, and the feature sets

and underlying technologies become the same, it is

the form factor and type of user interface that will

drive consumer decisions. For example, some users

feel uncomfortable using a PDA as a regular cell

phone but are more than happy to use a Bluetooth-

enabled headset that connects wirelessly to a PDA.

While the physical formats of the two

solutions are different and may appeal to different

audiences, the architecture of the electronics that

powers them is standardizing: a uniting feature for

the majority of mobile devices is an ARM® core-

based compute engine.

Industry-Proven
Microprocessor solutions from ARM support 

the value chain at a number of different points,

including being incorporated into silicon by

leading semiconductor vendors and being

designed directly into system-on-chip (SOC)

implementations by fabless semiconductor

companies or original equipment manufacturers

(OEMs) of mobile devices. 

Many of the industry’s biggest software

companies have chosen to support only the 

ARM architecture. While this decision may 

seem unusual, it has enabled them to easily 

and cost-effectively support the mobile device

manufacturers – who in turn require a wide

variety of software-compatible silicon devices.

And given that more than 100 companies have

licensed ARM technology, including nearly every

blue-chip silicon manufacturer in the world, the

vast number of ARM-powered solutions in the

market today is unique.

Keeping the Battery Alive
Power consumption is paramount in handheld

designs. In order to provide acceptable battery life,

every function in a wireless device has to operate

well below conventionally accepted thresholds of

power consumption. Yet as the functions

incorporated into the next generation of mobile

devices increase – more multimedia, faster

connections, larger screens – so do the demands 

on the battery.

Even with battery performance improving, the

amount of design effort that goes into making

wireless systems energy-efficient is rising rapidly.

End users expect their next mobile device to have a

longer battery life, which means that engineers are

spending considerable resources so that next-

generation products can achieve even higher

performance at the same power consumption levels.

Because wireless devices include a variety of

functions, such as signal processing, that have

relatively fixed power requirements, as design

complexity increases core processors are required to

live within an ever-smaller portion of the overall

available power budget. 

Desktop CPU chips use 60 to 70 watts of power

and a typical laptop CPU can draw as much as 25 to
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ARM® is the industry’s leading provider of 16/32-bit embedded RISC microprocessor solutions.

The company licenses its high-performance, low-cost, power-efficient RISC processors,

peripherals, and system-chip designs to leading international electronics companies. ARM also

provides comprehensive support required in developing a complete solution.



30 watts, but cell phones or multi-function wireless

handheld designs have to be built around high-

performance processors that draw less than 1 watt. For

example, Intel uses ARM’s microprocessor intellectual

property to bring low power and high speed to its

XScale microarchitecture, which is manufactured on

Intel’s advanced 0.18-micron process technology. The

XScale microarchitecture provides low-power operation

that ranges from one ten-thousandth (0.0001) of a watt

to 1.6 watts, in combination with the ability to operate at

clock speeds approaching 1GHz. 

The use of optimized microprocessor core

intellectual property also allows commercial chip

manufacturers to tightly integrate a variety of related

features within the same silicon implementation, thus

providing more value to their customers and lowering

their overall manufacturing costs. Even very efficient

desktop CPUs can occupy as much as 80 to 140 square

millimeters of die area, but some ARM core-based cell

phone chips are able to squeeze both a CPU and local

memory into as little as 10 square millimeters.

The Architecture for the 
Digital World™
In the world of 32-bit RISC microprocessors, ARM cores

have enabled a new level of functionality for wireless

connectivity. The industry-proven technology provides a

wide range of benefits: to end users, by lowering the total

system cost; to OEMs, by offering a variety of solutions

with different performance/price points; and to silicon-

chip developers, by allowing product differentiation with

complete operating system compatibility.

From an extensibility perspective, leaders throughout

the industry already trust ARM not only to deliver

optimal solutions today but also to continue driving the

state of the art for embedded processor technologies

through a continuing flow of new advances. ARM’s

commitment to leading the industry with fully integrated

embedded solutions enables mobile device

manufacturers to focus their primary efforts on driving

new features and capabilities. The bottom line is that

ARM microprocessor solutions represent a key enabling

technology, which provides a driving impetus to help

keep the whole mobile industry on the move.

The History of ARM
ARM was established in November 1990 as Advanced

RISC Machines Ltd., a UK-based joint venture

between Apple Computer, Acorn Computer Group and

VLSI Technology. Apple and VLSI both provided

funding, while Acorn supplied the technology and

ARM’s 12 founding engineers. Acorn, developer of

the world’s first commercial single-chip RISC

processor, and Apple, intent on advancing the use 

of RISC technology in its own systems, chartered

ARM with creating a new microprocessor standard.

ARM immediately differentiated itself in the market

by creating the first low-cost RISC architecture.

Conversely, competing architectures, which were 

more commonly focused on maximizing performance,

were first used in high-end workstations.

With the introduction of its first embedded RISC

core, the ARM6™ family of processors, in 1991, ARM

signed VLSI as its initial licensee. One year later, Sharp

and GEC Plessey entered into licensing agreements, with

Texas Instruments and Cirrus Logic following suit in

1993. Over the years, ARM has significantly expanded

both its IP portfolio and its licensee base. After the 1993

addition of Nippon Investment and Finance (NIF) as a

shareholder, the company began establishing a global

presence, opening new offices in Asia, the United States,

and Europe. In April 1998, the company listed on the

London Stock Exchange and Nasdaq.

ARM is a global corporation, employing more than

720 people in facilities in nine countries on three

continents. With design centers in Blackburn,

Cambridge and Sheffield, United Kingdom; Sophia

Antipolis, France; Walnut Creek, California; and Austin,

Texas; the Company also maintains sales, administrative

and support offices in China, France, Germany, Japan,

Korea, Taiwan, Israel, the UK and the United States. ■
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Figure 1: Blurring the Edges: an ARM-powered
Toshiba e740 Pocket PC with 
WLAN Connectivity




